Ultrasensitive electrochemiluminescence detection of Staphylococcus aureus via enzyme-free branched DNA signal amplification probe.
As a main cause of foodborne diseases, pathogenic bacteria have threatened the health and well-being of human communities. There is a need of fastness, accuracy and sensitivity in the method of detecting pathogenic bacteria. Classical signal amplification assays usually employ enzymes as biocatalysts to generate amplified signals, but the strict experimental conditions and complicated instruments restrict their application. In this work, we demonstrated an enzyme-free branched DNA (bDNA)-based signal amplification electrochemiluminescence (ECL) assay for ultrasensitive detection of pathogenic bacteria. Firstly, the capture probes and the amplification probes group were carefully designed by our research group. The detecting ECL signal of Staphylococcus aureus (S. aureus) was amplified by bDNA technique through the layer-by-layer signal amplification. The sensitivity was greatly improved by the use of multiple Ru(bpy)32+ (TBR)-labeled ECL probes. Secondly, the whole process of the detection was carried out in the absence of enzyme, without the need to control the reaction conditions strictly. Thirdly, the designed amplification probes group could be used for the analysis of other pathogenic bacteria, virus, tumor markers, biomarkers, etc. For the detection of S. aureus, the limit of detection (LOD) of the method was 2 pM for standard DNA, with the linear range from 20 pM to 100 nM. Last but not least, the LOD of the S. aureus asymmetric PCR products was 5 pM, with the linear range from 10 pM to 50 nM. The sensitivity was 1-2 orders in magnitude higher than that of the common detection assays.